The correlation between the thermal stability and electroaffinity of a nanosolid has been explored from the perspective of surface and interface bond-order deficiency. It turns out that the coherency of an atom at the grain boundary and the portion of atoms in the skin of a nanosolid dominate the size dependence of critical temperatures ͑T C ͒ for phase transitions. The trapping potential well depression at the surface and interface not only shifts the valence density of state positively but also enlarges the electroaffinity that determines the strength of the bond. In particular, bond-nature alteration at the junction interface, or bond-nature evolution with the reduction of atomic coordination of III-or IV-A atoms, dominates the irregular T C change with the sizes of the embedded or the III-or IV-A bare nanosolids. Atoms in "superficial" or "interfacial" skins play the core role in dictating the size effect on the thermal stability and electroaffinity of a nanosolid whereas atoms in the core interior remain as they are in the bulk.
I. INTRODUCTION
Studies of basic phase transitions in nanoscale materials are of great fundamental importance to modern condensedmatter physics. One of the striking features of a nanosolid is that the critical temperatures ͓T C ͑K j ͔͒ for phase transitions, such as solid-liquid, liquid-vapor, magnetic-paramagnetic, ferroelectric-paraelectric transitions, are no longer constant but are tunable with size K j in divergent ways.
1-4 The parameter K j = R j / d is the dimensionless form of size that equals the number of atoms with diameter d lined along the radius R j of a spherical dot or cross the R j thickness of a film.
Generally, the T C ͑K j ͒ of a bare nanosolid or a collection of weakly linked nanosolids drops monotonically with size in a K j −1 fashion ͑known as undercooling͒. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Increasing evidence of undercooling prefers the following mechanisms for nanosolid melting: ͑i͒ liquid-shell nucleation and growth, 10, 11 ͑ii͒ liquid-drop formation, 12 ͑iii͒ lattice-vibration instability, 4 ͑iv͒ surface-phonon instability, 13 ͑v͒ surface melting, 14 and ͑vi͒ surface bond-order loss. 15 For instance, it has been confirmed that a flat or a curved surface melts at temperatures of from 50 ͑Ref. 16͒ to 100 K ͑Ref. 17͒ lower than the bulk interior. The melting temperature of a Pd nanowire is lower than the bulk value but higher than that of a spherical Pd dot of the same radius. 18 A quasiliquid skin grows from the surface in the radial direction for both cluster and wire. The surface melting is followed by a breakdown of order in the remaining solid core. The melting of an impurity-free vanadium nanosolid proceeds in a stepwise way; i.e., the surface layer of two to three lattice constants thick melts first and then the abrupt overall melting of the entire cluster follows. 17 In contrast, the T C ͑K j ͒ of an embedded or chemically caped nanosolid is often higher than the bulk T C ͑ϱ͒, or called overheating, depending on the interfacial conditions. 19 The T m elevation of the chemically capped nanosolid is attributed to the difference of surface energy between the guest and host matrix materials. 12, 20, 21 It was suggested that overheating would happen if the nanosolid is embedded in a matrix of smaller atoms. 22 However, it is intriguing that the T m ͑K j ͒ of a bare cluster comprising atoms of III-or IV-A element varies nonmonotonically with size. When the solid size is reduced to nanometer scale, the T m drops with size following the general scaling relation of T C ͑K j ͒ ϰ K j −1 ͑Ref. 1͒. With a further reduction of the solid size to a scale that contains n Ͻ 60 atoms, the T m turns up towards values that are 10%-100% or even higher than the T m ͑ϱ͒. [23] [24] [25] [26] Recent calorimetric measurements 27 clarified that the bare Sn 10-11 + clusters can sustain until 1073 K whereas Sn nϾ20 + or Sn nϽ8 + clusters melt at 670-760 K in comparison to the T m ͑ϱ͒ of 505 K. The irregular T m change of these kinds of nanosolids was attributed either to the bond nature alteration from covalent-metallic to pure covalent with slight bond contraction, 24 or to the heavily geometrical reconstruction because Ge, Si, and Sn clusters are found to be stacks of stable tricapped triagonal prism units rather than the tetrahedron, 28 despite the "magic number" effect.
It is even more intriguing that both the superconductive T C and the valence density of state ͑DOS͒ oscillate when the atomic-layered Pb film is grown on stepped Si substrate. 29 The T C increases gradually with thickness associated with T C oscillations in layer-by-layer growth. The valence DOS oscillates between zero ͑for an odd layer with a T C dip valley͒ and 0.35 eV ͑for an even layer with T C peak͒ below E F . 30 The oscillation of T C and the DOS indicates clearly a common origin that governs both the thermal stability and the charge energy of the specimen.
A theoretical approach is yet lacking towards consistent understanding of the divergence in the trends of the sizeinduced T C ͑K j ͒ change and its correlation to the valence DOS shift. Here we show that such observations could be reconciled in terms of the recently developed bond-order-length-strength ͑BOLS͒ correlation mechanism 31, 32 and its perturbation to the Hamiltonian, atomic coherency, and electroaffinity due to bond-order deficiency of atoms in the surface and interface skins.
II. PRINCIPLES

A. Extended BOLS correlation
According to the BOLS correlation, 31, 32 coordination ͑CN or z i ͒ deficiency of an atom denoted i at site surrounding a defect ͑void, stacking fault, impurity, etc.͒ or near the surface edge causes the remaining bonds of the undercoordinated atom to contract spontaneously from the bulk value d to the specific d i , with a coefficient of c i ͑z 31, 32 This spontaneous process is associated with bond strength gain, or trapping potential well depression, from bulk value E b to E i ͑E i = c i −m E b ͒. The bond character m being subject to change is intrinsic for a specific material. 33, 34 Consequently, densification and localization of charge, energy, and mass would happen in the surface and interface skins, yet the core interior undergoes little change if no impurity is involved. The depression of the potential well of trapping shifts the energy of the occupied local DOS positively, 31 which has been identified as "end states" at the end of gold atomic chains on Si substrate, 35 and copper atomic chains on Cu͑111͒ surface. 36 The trapping potential well depression in the grain boundaries influences significantly the scattering of electrons in thermal 37 and electronic conductance 38 of small clusters. The atomic cohesive energy or atomic coherency, being the sum of bond energy over all the coordinates, of the specific ith atom will change from the bulk value E B to E I by E I / E B = z i / z b c i −m = z ib c i −m . It is important to note that bond contraction also happens at liquid surfaces 39 and at sites surrounding atomic voids 40, 41 or substitution impurities. 42 The spacing between the first and second atomic surface layers of liquid Sn has been measured to contract by 10% relative to that of subsequent layers. 39 A substitution doping of Bi and As could induce a 8% contraction of bonds surrounding the As and Bi impurities in a CdTe compound. 42 The discovery of impurityinduced bond contraction could provide an atomistic understanding of interfacial bond that determines the properties such as mechanical strength in a junction interface such as multilayer structures. 43, 44 The finding of bond contraction at the liquid surface could provide an atomistic mechanism for surface energy. Therefore, the BOLS correlation premise can be extended to the liquid surfaces and junction interfaces. A positive shift of the local DOS is expected at the surface and interface due to the bond-order deficiency induced the potential well depression. With established functional dependence of the detectable quantity on the atomic coherency, electroaffinity, Hamiltonian, or their combinations, one can readily predict the property change of a nanosolid. The BOLS correlation mechanism could be applicable to low-dimensional systems including atomic chains, surface skins, nanograins, defects, junction interfaces, and even amorphous states with randomly distributed atoms with short ordered ͑bond number loss or bond geometry distortion͒ bonds.
B. Atomic coherency versus T C
In principle, the size dependence of a detectable quantity Q͑K j ͒ with atomic-scale density q can be derived according to the core-shell configuration of a nanostructure: 31, 45 
is the surface-to-volume ratio with being the dimensionality of a spherical dot ͑ =3͒, a rod ͑ =2͒, and a thin slab ͑ =1͒. The subscript i is counted up to 3 from the outermost atomic layer to the center of the solid as no bond-order loss is expected for i Ͼ 3. The term B q / K j is the scaling relation for the measured size dependence with slope B q being an adjustable parameter. The coreshell configuration favors a recent Editorial note 46 suggesting that the "superficial skin" could be of core importance in determining the photonic and dielectric properties of a semiconductor quantum dot.
Letting the Q be the cohesive energy
being atomic density for a nanosolid containing N j atoms within j shells, one can readily obtain the relative change of atomic E B ͑K j ͒:
where E B ͑ϱ͒ = z b E b represents the ideal situation without CN imperfection being considered. The product of z ib c i −m dominates the perturbation to the cohesive energy, ⌬ B ͑ , K j ͒, of a nanosolid with a given size and dimensionality ͑constant ␥ ij value͒. For a free surface, ⌬ B ͑ , K j ͒ Ͻ 0, if no bond nature ͑m value͒ alteration happens; for an intermixing interface, ⌬ B ͑ , K j ͒ may change depending on the interfacial bond strength. As we noted recently, the ⌬ B ͑ , K j ͒ may increase if the m value increases when the z i value is reduced. 34 In order to loosen all atoms to a certain extent for a phase transition, one has to weaken all the bonds simultaneously by heating the specimen. This process requires of the thermal energy for each atom a certain portion ͑f C 2 ͒ of atomic coherency. 47 Extending the given relation for melting, 48 one can readily obtain the relation
with a coefficient f C being the thermal expansion magnitude of an atom at T C . At the melting point, the f m is around 3%-5% of the bulk atomic distance. For other phase transitions, f C Ͻ f m . The f C may vary from case to case depending on the actual process of the phase transition. Fortunately, one does not need to consider the exact value of f C if one considers the relative T C change of a certain kind of phase transition. Therefore, an analytical expression for the relative change of critical temperatures for possible phase transitions such as evaporation, solid-liquid transition, and magnetic phase transition can be obtained in a universal form
͑3͒
Equilibrating the predictions with the measurements that follow the scaling relation ͓see Eq. ͑1͔͒ for T m suppression, one can obtain the m value through ⌬ B Ј = ͚ iഛ3 c i ͑z ib c i −m −1͒ = B q / . Note that the m value is intrinsic for a specific material and it is independent of the particular property examined. From this perspective, m is not freely adjustable. One may define ␣ = z ib c i −m as an adjustable quantity to tie up contributions from the involved factors of an interface or a surface ͑bond nature, bond length, and effective CN͒. Then the ␣ value will dictate the process of overheating ͑␣ Ͼ 1͒ or undercooling ͑␣ Ͻ 1͒. At the junction interface of a capped nanosolid, the ␣ represents the interfacial bond strength as no apparent bond-order loss happens, z ib ϳ 1. For a bare nanosolid, the only possibility of ␣ Ͼ 1 is that the m value must increase when the z i is reduced, provided with the given c i ͑z i ͒ relation.
C. Electroaffinity versus valence DOS shift
The potential well depression and energy densification in the surface skin of a solid will perturb the Hamiltonian that determines the entire band structure and related properties 31 including electroaffinity . The electroaffinity is the separation between the vacuum level, E 0 , and the conduction band edge, which represents the ability of holding the bonding electrons. In comparison, the difference in electronegativity between two elements represents the capability of the more electronegative element catching electrons from the less electronegative one. One specimen with a larger value of has a higher tendency to hold the caught electrons more firmly. Figure 1͑a͒ illustrates the size-induced energy shift of a band denoted c. The enlargement of electroaffinity of the specimen results from the conduction band shift and the band gap expansion ͑for semiconductors only, which is not shown in the diagram͒. The affinity change follows the relation
where ⌬ H ͑ , K j ͒ is the Hamiltonian perturbation. 31 As illustrated in Fig. 1͑b͒ , the conduction band edge drops sharply from the E C ͑1͒ value of an isolated atom to a maximum at E C ͑K j ϳ 1.5͒ and then recovers in a K j −1 fashion until the bulk value of ⌬E C ͑ϱ͒. 31 The value of K j = 1.5 corresponds to z i =2 ͑Ref. 33͒, which is the case of a monatomic chain ͑ =1͒ or an fcc unit cell ͑ =3͒ containing 13 atoms, for instance. 32, 49 Measurements 50 using x-ray absorption spectroscopy have recently clarified that the occupied Cr-E 2p DOS shifts positively by ϳ0.9 eV from the E 2p level of an isolated Cr atom, E 2p ͑1͒, valued at 573.5 eV monotonically to the E 2p ͑13͒ of 574.4 eV. This finding provides direct evidence for the discussed DOS-affinity relation and the BOLS predicted energy level shift. With the ⌬E C ͑ϱ͒ data obtained in Refs. 31, 51, and 52, the maximal ⌬ M value, or the valence DOS shift of the conduction band, of Cu 3d ͓⌬E 3d ͑ϱ͒ = 2.12 eV, ⌬ M = 0.99 eV͔ and Au 4f ͓⌬E 3d ͑ϱ͒ = 2.87 eV, ⌬ M = 1.34 eV͔ nanospheres can be derived using the parameters of =3, m = 1.0, and ⌬ H ͑1.5͒ = 0.7 −1 − 1 = 43%. For a semiconductor Si nanosphere ͑ = 3 and m = 4.88͒, the electroaffinity will be enlarged by ⌬ H ͑1.5͒ = 0.7 −4.88 − 1 = 470% of the ⌬E 3p ͑ϱ͒ value. Employing the ⌬E 2p ͑ϱ͒ = 2.46 eV and E G ͑ϱ͒ = 1.12 eV, the estimated ⌬ M for Si is at least 5.8 eV. The actual ⌬ M for Si should be larger as the ⌬E 3p ͑ϱ͒ for the conduction band is larger than the ⌬E 2p ͑ϱ͒. 51 If the m increases with z i reduction, the ⌬ M is even larger. At a flat surface ͑z i =4͒, the energy level will shift positively by 0.88 −1 − 1 = 13.6% for metals and 0.88 −4.88 − 1 = 87% for Si, respectively, as discussed in Ref. 31 . The enlarged electroaffinity may further explain why the bond nature alteration happens to the III-A nanosolids and why the IV-A covalent bond becomes even stronger at z i ഛ 3 ͑Ref. 34͒. 
with ⌬ H being the perturbation to the Hamiltonian due to BOLS correlation ͑Ref. 31͒. ⌬E G ͑K j ͒ is the size-induced band gap expansion. The energy level drops with the increase of number atoms to the maximum ͑at z =2 for a monatomic chain or a unit cell͒ and then rises in a K j −1 way to the bulk value, ⌬E C ͑ϱ͒. The shaded area corresponds to the electroaffinity enlargement.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the process of calculation, we used the least-squares linear fit to calibrate the measured data according to the scaling relation given in Eq. ͑1͒. This calibration gives rise to the slope B q and the interception of Q͑ϱ͒. We then plotted the predicted curves ͑for different m and values͒ and the normalized experimental data together for comparison. No precise fitting was necessary as we merely seek for the trend of change and examine the proposed physical origins. Only two typical curves for the slab and spherical dot ͑ = 1 and 3͒ were plotted in each panel. For nanosolids with irregular shapes, the normalized data should be located between the two curves. Throughout the course of presentation, we used the dimensionless form of relative change and cluster size K j . This approach allows us to minimize possible artifacts arising from extrinsic errors ͑such as instrument system error, temperature fluctuation, or size determination and distribution, and impurity densities͒. This method also enables us to apply the universal curves to various types of phase transitions and ensures information to be derived purely from the size and interface effects. However, deviation between predictions and measurements should give us information about the possible artificial effects or contributions from other sources. It is necessary to note that the bond character m or its equivalent ␣ parameter in the current approach is intrinsic for a specific material system though the m may be subject to change in the junction interface or with specific elements, as discussed. Using the BOLS premise, one may predict the general trend of property change with an understanding of the nature behind it. The m value or the equivalent ␣ should be subject to some uncertainties ͑error bars͒ in the presentation depending on the accuracy of measurement but the accuracy of the m value can be refined by larger sampling volume.
A. E B and T C suppression of the bare nanosolids Figure 2 compares the measured size dependence of atomic cohesive energy E B ͑ =3,K j ͒ of Mo and W nanosolids 53 with predicted curves given by the following models:
where ␥ ij Ј ϳ / K j describes situations of bond-order loss without the effect of bond-order-loss-induced bond contraction. 54 The factor ␤ is an adjustable parameter in the surface-area-loss model. 55 The former defines the E B of the ith atom as E B,i = ͑z ib ͒ 1/2 E B ͑ϱ͒; the latter considers the difference between the surface area of the entire particle and the sum of surface areas of all the constituent atoms in isolated state, with the constraint of constant volume before and after solid formation. As can be seen from the figure, at smaller sizes offset shifts become apparent between the compared models. From the viewpoint of numerical calculations, one could hardly tell which model is preferred to others though physical indications of the compared models are entirely different. Figure 3 compares the predicted with the measured undercooling of nanostructures of ͑a͒ Sn and Al on Si 3 N 4 substrate, 56 ͑b͒ In 57 and Pb, 58 ͑c͒ Bi 56,57 and CdS, 59 and ͑d͒ inert gases of Ne, 60 Kr, 61 and O nanosolids, and methylchloride ͑m-CL, only one data point͒. 62 Deviation between prediction and measurement suggests that Al nanosolids grown on SiN substrate are more plate like ͑ =1, m =1͒ throughout the size range of measurement ͓panel ͑a͔͒ but Sn-01 ͓panel ͑a͔͒ and In-01 and Pb-01 ͓panel ͑b͔͒ are more spherical like ͑ =3͒ at particle sizes smaller than 10 nm. However, the indium particle ͓panel ͑b͔͒ encapsulated in the controlled-pore silica exhibits slight overheating while the indium embedded in Vycor glass ͑only one data point͒ remains undercooling. CdS and Bi nanosolids ͓panel ͑c͔͒ exhibit different modes of melting because of the particle-substrate interaction. Deviation also suggests that CdS ͓panel ͑c͔͒ and Bi-05 nanosolids are spherical like and other Bi data are scattered between the two curves. The sizedependent T m of Kr, Ne, and O solids follows the curve of m = 4.88, despite the accuracy of measurement. Panel ͑d͒ also compares the predicted curves for m = 4.88 and m = 1. The vertical offset between the two sets of curves with different m values is not that significant unless at very small K j values. Nevertheless, the m value can be refined by enlarging the size of sampling volume or matching changes of more properties of the same nanomaterial. For example, from fitting the size-dependent data of photoluminescence, photon absorbance, dielectric suppression, electron-phonon interaction, and the core-level shift, we have refined the m value of 4.88 for Si nanosolids. 31 Figure 4͑a͒ shows the T C suppression for magnetic Ni thin films, 63 Fe 2 O 3 nanograins, 64 and ferroelectric SrB 2 Ta 2 O 3 nanostructures. 65 Figure 4͑b͒ is the T vap suppression for Ag and PbS nanoparticle evaporation. 66 It is encouraging that together with the E B suppression ͓see Fig. 2͑b͔͒ and the undercooling ͑Fig. 3͒, the T C and T vap suppression follows the same predicted curves given by Eq. ͑3͒. A K 0 = 3 offset in Figure 5͑a͒ shows the overheating of chemically capped nanosolids. According to Eq ͑3͒, overheating of the embedded systems of In/ Al ͑T m,In / T m,Al = 530/ 932͒, 67 Ag/ Ni ͑1235/ 1726͒, 68 and Pb/ Al ͑600/ 932͒ and Pb/ Zn ͑600/ 692͒ 69 originates from the interfacial bond strengthening. It is understandable that an atom performs differently at a free surface compared to an atom at the interface. Although the coordination ratio at the interfaces undergoes little change ͑z ib ϳ 1͒, formation of the interfacial compound or alloy alters the nature of the interatomic bond that should be stronger. Energy storage due to bond geometry distortion also contributes to the bond energy. Trends show that overheating happens to substances covered by relatively higher T m substances, or stronger binding systems, as the T m relates directly to the atomic coherency. A numerical fit to the measurement leads to a ␣ value of 1.8, indicating that an interfacial bond is 80% stronger than a bond in the bulk of the core material. If we take the bond contraction 0.90-0.92 as determined from the As and Bi doped CdTe compound 42 into consideration, it is readily found that the m value is around FIG. 3 . ͑Color online͒ Agreement between predictions ͑lines͒ and experimental observations ͑scattered symbols͒ of the size and shape dependence of the T m suppression of ͑a͒ Sn and Al on Si 3 N 4 substrate ͑Ref. 56͒, ͑b͒ In ͑Ref. 57͒ and Pb ͑Ref. 58͒, ͑c͒ Bi ͑Ref. 57͒ and CdS ͑Ref. 59͒, ͑d͒ Ne ͑Ref. 60͒, Kr ͑Ref. 61͒, O, and methylchloride ͑m-CL, only one data point͒ ͑Ref. 62͒. Al nanosolids grown on SiN substrate are more plate like ͑ =1, m =1͒ throughout the sizes of measurement ͓panel ͑a͔͒ but Sn-01 on SiN ͓panel ͑a͔͒ and In-01 and Pb-01 ͓panel ͑b͔͒ are more spherical like ͑ =3͒ at particle size smaller than 10 nm. Indium particles ͓panel ͑b͔͒ encapsulated in pore silica matrix are slight overheating compared with Vycor glass matrix. The T m of Kr, Ne, and O solids follow the curve of m = 4.88 better despite the accuracy of measurement.
FIG. 4. ͑Color online͒ Agreement between BOLS predictions
͑curves͒ and measurements ͑scattered data͒ of T C suppression ͑a͒ for ferromagnetic Ni films ͑Ref. 63͒, and Fe 2 O 3 grains ͑Ref. 64͒, and ferroelectric SiB 2 TaO 3 nanostructures ͑Ref. 65͒. The size offset of K 0 represents the contribution from long-order dipole interaction. ͑b͒ Liquid-vapor transition ͑T vap ͒ of Ag and PbS nanosolids ͑Ref. 66͒. Agreement gained so far ͑Figs. 2 and 3͒ favors the universal trend of the relative change disregarding the actual processes of thermally stimulated phenomena despite the uncertainty being subject to accuracy of measurement.
5.5ϳ 7.0. The high m value indicates that the bond nature indeed evolves when a compound is formed. The m value increases from 1 for initially metallic to 4 or higher for the interfacial compound, which indicates the covalent interfacial bond nature. The electroaffinity and the interfacial DOS are expected to shift positively by 80% of the corresponding bulk ⌬E C ͑ϱ͒ value. Therefore, the deformed and shortened interfacial bond is much stronger, meaning that electrons at an interface are deeply trapped, giving the interfacial local DOS that could be detectable. From this perspective, twins of nanograins 70 and the interfaces of multilayered structures 71 should be stronger and thermally more stable. 44 Interestingly, recent theoretical calculations, confirmed by electron microscopy, 72 revealed that homojunction dislocations in aluminum could have compact or dissociated core interlayers. The minimum stress required to move an edge dislocation is approximately 20 times higher for compact dislocations than for equivalent dissociated dislocations. As anticipated, this finding provides new insight into the deformation of ultrafine-grained metals and the twin grain boundaries.
C. Nonmonotonic T m "K j … change of bare nanosolids
The nonmonotonic T m change of Sn + n and Ga + n clusters can be simulated by introducing the z i dependence of the m value at z i ഛ 3. 34 The T m curves drop universally with sizes and then turn up at K j =3 ͑or z i =3͒. The T m recovery indicates an essentially higher m value. It is encouraging that a m͑z i ͒ transition from 7 ͑z i =2͒ to 1 ͑z i Ͼ 4͒ in the form of m͑z i ͒ =1+12/͕1 + exp͓͑z i −2͒ / 1.5͔͖ could match closely to the T m change of Ga 17-40 + and Sn 10-500 clusters. 34 With the given c i ͑z͒ relation, the m value must increase when the z i is reduced even though the magic number effect is considered. The stimulated m͑z i ͒ relation indicates a significant enhancement of electroaffinity for the smallest III-A and IV-A elemental clusters. In contrast, the undercoordinated Al-Al surface bond has been found to be shorter ͑ϳ5%͒ and stronger with some more covalent characteristics. [73] [74] [75] However, the overheating of Al 49-60 + clusters is less significant compared with the heavier III-A Ga + n and the IV-A Sn + n clusters, which might indicate that the m value of the lighter Al atom is less sensitive to the z i value. Therefore, bond nature alteration with z i could be unique to the heavier III-A and IV-A atoms.
Understanding may clarify why a small cluster of carbon atoms prefers a ring or a tadpole structure with each atom two bonds 25 or tubes and fullerenes with three neighbors rather than the densely packed tetrahedron with four nearest neighbors. The relative cohesive energy for a carbon atom with two, three, and four coordinates can be obtained as The mechanism of trapping potential well depression and affinity enlargement may provide an alternative understanding of the conductor-insulator transition occurring to the Pd clusters containing 10 1-2 atoms. 77 The positive shift of the affinity and conduction DOS and the localization of charges will hinder the charge transport, leading to a manifestation of insulating features of small Pd clusters. Such a conductivenonconductive transition of clusters at the lower end of the size limit is therefore expected to be common to most elements, in particular for the III-A and IV-A nanosolids because of the size-reduction-enlarged affinity.
The BOLS premise may also present a supplementary understanding to the quantum confinement scheme for the T C and valence DOS oscillation in the atomic-layered Pb films. 29 It has been clear that the T C drop is related to the atomic coherency change ͑z ib c i −m −1͒ whereas the DOS shift depends on the depression of potential well depth ͑c i −m −1͒. Generally, the T C drop is associated with a positive DOS shift. However, if atoms ͑with z i ഛ 3͒ at islands or at the step edges become dominant, the m value may increase for the IV-A Pb atoms. The m-value increase will result in an upper jump of T C and a larger DOS shift. This trend is the right case of even Pb layers as observed. Similarly, the association of the T C dip-drop and valence DOS backshift to E F may suggest a lower number of such undercoordinates atoms.
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D. Temperature dependence of the critical size in nanocrystal growth
The understanding of size-dependent T C may provide guidelines for growing nanosolids using a sintering method on a heated substrate. For a given temperature of the substrate ͑T S ͒, there will be a critical size of the grown particle in vapor deposition. Any particle larger than the critical size will be deposited as such. On the other hand, if the incident cluster size is smaller than the critical size, the landing particles will melt upon deposition and they will coagulate to produce clusters equal to the critical size or larger. If the T S is higher than the T m , the arriving clusters may merge and then evaporate. This intuition implies that the T S should be as low as possible if one wants to obtain smaller particles. This mechanism also applies to the sinterability of nanosolids. The finding 79 that the critical size of oxide increases with annealing temperature could evidence for the proposed T S dependence of the grown particle size. A recent experimental investigation 80 revealed that the topmost Bi layers on graphite start to lose long-range order at 10-15 K below the Bi bulk melting point, 544.52 K, whereas crystallization occurs from the melt ϳ125 K below T m ͑ϱ͒, which shows the temperature difference between melting and solidification of the same surface.
Normally, T S ͑K j ͒ is around 0.3 times T m ͑K j ͒. [81] [82] [83] The T S dependence of the critical size K C can be estimated from Eq. ͑3͒:
which gives the thermally stable critical size
͑5͒
It is readily calculated that the constant ⌬ B Ј = −2.96 for a spherical metallic dot ͑m =1, =3, K C Ͼ 3͒. The critical size of the deposited nanosolid depends on the ratio of T S ͑ , K j ͒ / ͓0.3T m ͑ϱ͔͒. The R C ͑=K C d͒ at T S can be estimated with the known atomic diameter d and T m ͑ϱ͒. Figure 5 shows agreement between the predictions and experimental results.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, the extended BOLS correlation premise has enabled us to reconcile divergent trends of the T C change for various phase transitions of nanoscale materials. The correlation between thermal stability and electroaffinity or valence DOS shift of nanoscale materials has also been developed in terms of surface and interface atomic CN deficiency. Our understanding may be summarized as follows.
͑i͒ The electroaffinity and valence DOS of a nanoscale specimen shift positively and simultaneously with a reduction of the solid size, which could be observed as "end or edge states" because of the depressed potential well of trapping. The enhanced affinity in the surface and interface skins takes the responsibility for the bond strength gain.
͑ii͒ The thermal stability of a nanosolid is determined by the atomic coherency. The monotonic T C depression with sizes of the bare nanosolids is dominated by surface bondorder loss while the bond nature or m value remains constant.
͑iii͒ The monotonic T C elevation of the embedded or chemically caped nanosolids arises from interfacial bondstrength gain due to compound or alloy formation at the junction interface. A deeply trapped interfacial local DOS is anticipated to be associated with larger electroaffinity in the interface skin.
͑iv͒ The nonmonotonic T C change of the bare III-A and IV-A nanostructures evidences the essentiality of bond nature evolution with atomic coordination reduction of III-or IV-A elements. Results suggest that the irregular T C change might be unique to the bare III-A and IV-A nanosolids, which offers a challenge for further confirmation with larger sample volume.
͑v͒ It is emphasized that atoms in the "superficial" or "interfacial" skins dominate the performance of a nanosolid whereas atoms in the core interior remain as they are in the bulk counterpart.
͑vi͒ The critical sizes of grown particles can be controlled by adjusting the temperature of the substrate, which should be useful in nanomaterials design.
Understanding of the bond nature alteration of the deformed and shortened bonds at the surface and interface and their correlation to the electroaffinity or DOS shift should inspire efforts towards a consistent understanding of surfaces, interfaces, nanosolids, and atomic-scale defects and their interdependence.
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